
Hempure Announces the Fall Hygge Contest

Hempure CBD has announced a Fall Hygge Contest.

Hempure CBD has announced a 'Fall
Hygge Contest' with cozy giveaway prizes.

ASHLAND, UNITED STATES, October 7,
2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Hygge is
the Danish lifestyle movement taking
the world by storm and with good
reason. 

Hygge refers to a feeling of coziness,
contentment, and comfort brought
about by enjoying the simple things in
life. Pronounced ‘hoo-guh’ or ‘hoo-gah’, hygge comes from the 16th-century Norwegian ‘hugga’
meaning ‘to comfort’. What better time to embrace this lifestyle than autumn?

To that effect, Hempure has announced the launch of a Fall Hygge Contest with several prizes
that are sure to make your fall and winter warmer, cozier and happier. 

Here’s what participants stand to win: 

Urban Leaf Bottle Garden Kit: $22
Sara Happ Sweet Dreams Lip Kit: $64
At Last Naturals MSM Herbal Moisturising Bar 3 oz: $8.48
Weighted Blanket by Baloo Living: $149
Hempure CBD Drops 100mg: $19.99
Hempure Gumdrops 25mg: $59.99
Hempure Capsules 10mg (10 ct pouch): $14.99
Tea set.

A bottle garden kit to make your living space feel more homely, a lip kit to embrace the hygge
spirit of indulgence, a weighted blanket for warmth and comfort, and CBD goodies to awaken
the hygge within!

The contest ends on 13th October and winners will be announced on the 16th. 

Participate in the contest at http://win.hempurecbd.com/giveaways/fall-hygge-contest/.
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